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Letter From THe Chair 

 

Hello Delegates, 

 

Welcome to HallMUN I! My name is John Ruela and I will be the Chair for the Ottoman side of                    

the Joint Crisis Committee: WWI Middle Eastern Theater.  

 

 

I am from Manahawkin, NJ, and am a Junior at Seton Hall, I am majoring in History and                  

Religious Studies with a minor in Middle Eastern Studies. I joined the Seton Hall’s Model UN                

team in my freshmen year, where I first started Model UN. I have always been interested in                 

history, politics, and international affairs, so Model UN felt natural when I joined. In the future I                 

am looking to work in a US Embassy or Consulate in the Middle East, or for a think tank in the                     

US. I cannot wait for the committee to begin, and to be able to meet all of you!  

 

 

I am beyond excited to see what you will all do in our committee. As you know I am beyond                    

interested in the Middle East, and the events that followed the defeat of the Ottoman Empire                

shapes the landscape of the Middle East to this day. I expect this committee to fight tooth and                  

nail against the Entente and to change the course of history and perhaps keep the Ottoman                

Empire afloat for longer than it had historically. I hope to see great debate in the room, but be                   

creative, assert your ideas, and of course, cooperate. 

 

 

Your Crisis Chair, 

 

John Ruela 

JCC: Ottoman Committee Crisis Chair 

HallMUN I 

john.ruela@student.shu.edu 
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Letter From the Crisis Director 

 

Dear Delegates, 

 

Welcome to HallMUN I! My name is Jake Halderson, and I have the wonderful opportunity to                

be your Crisis Director for the Central Powers side of the WW1 middle east theatre JCC. I am a                   

Junior studying International Relations and History at Seton Hall University with minors in             

French and Economics. This is my third year doing Model UN at Seton Hall and my first year as                   

SHUNA’s acting training coordinator. This is my first-time crisis directing for a college level              

conference. Outside of MUN you can find me watching movies, playing dungeons and dragons,              

and working on construction projects.  

 

As your Crisis Director I hope to see delegates bring eccentric, odd, and interesting crisis arcs.                

Since the committee takes place in an area of the world that usually is not included within                 

normal stories of WW1, I hope every delegate does research on the topic as to understand the                 

complexities of this theatre. I really hope to see everyone who comes to give it their all and truly                   

become engrossed in their own crisis arcs and characters.  

 

I cannot wait to see everyone in my committee! Even though the conference does not start until                 

November, feel free to contact me anytime with any questions or concerns about the committee.               

I hope everyone enjoys the committee and I am excited to be your Crisis Director for HallMUN                 

I.  

 

Your Crisis Director, 

 

Jake Halderson 

JCC: Ottoman Committee Crisis Director 

HallMUN I 

jake.halderson@student.shu.edu 

 

mailto:jake.halderson@student.shu.edu
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Brief History of the Ottoman Empire 

 
Origin of the Ottoman State 1 

The Ottoman state was not always an empire, it started as a group of tribes in Anatolia, led by                   
Osman, Ottoman being derived from this name. The early Ottoman Beylik expanded its foothold              
in Anatolia, eventually expanded across the Dardanelles to conquer much of Greece and the              
Southern Balkans. 
 
Expanding gradually over the next century the Ottomans eventually conquered Constantinople in            
1453. This was the turning point of Ottoman history. They had snuffed out the last ember of the                  
Byzantine Empire,  
thus in essence   
becoming the heir to    
their throne, creating a    
very legitimate basis   
for their state. Sultan    
Mehmed II “the   
Conqueror” led this   
endeavor, and thus   
renamed it Istanbul   
and made it his    
capital. From then on    
Istanbul became the   
center of Ottoman   
government, trade,  
culture, and even   
religious influence.  
Photo2 
 
Height of Ottoman Influence & Power3 

The Ottoman Empire was constantly expanding its territory in all directions. Mehmed II             
conquered more than just Istanbul, he annexed Serbia, southern Greece, consolidated the            
Anatolian Black Sea coast and Mediteranean coast, annexed Bosnia, Albania, and Venetian            
holdouts in Greece and the Balkans.  
‘ 

1 https://www.history.com/topics/middle-east/ottoman-empire 
2https://www.britannica.com/place/Ottoman-Empire#/media/1/434996/678 
3 https://www.britannica.com/place/Ottoman-Empire/The-peak-of-Ottoman-power-1481-1566 
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Mehmed II set the stage for the height of the Ottoman Empire, leaving it with rich lands to                  
administrate and extract wealth from. After his death, Bayezid II largely led a pause in               
conquests. He largely consolidated the internal issues and pressures that had developed during             
Mehmed II’s reign.  
 
Eventually the Empire would come to conquer Egypt, the Levant, Mesopotamia, the Holy Cities              
of Mecca and Medina, and North Africa in what is now Libya & Tunisia, even major swathes of                  
the Kingdom of Hungary, and modern day Romania. 
 
Decline of Ottoman Power 4 

The decline of the Ottoman power mostly constitutes internal problems arising. A notable             
problem arose with the rise in power of the devşirme, once they leveraged their power over the                 
nobility they seized many estates that could be put towards revenues for the state. Furthermore,               
with the newfound freedom from the Sultan’s control, the devşirme abused their power to their               
own benefit, largely affecting the Empire maliciously. With this newfound power the devşirme             
also broke up into countless     
groups and factions which    
further made civil wars and     
political rifts in the Empire     
more violent, as they would     
support different princes or    
wives of the Sultan. Due to      
their newfound influence often    
the devşirme found themselves    
in influential positions, even if     
they did not deserve them     
through ability, leading to great     
incompetency throughout the   
government. Photo5 
 
Another inhibiting factor was the increasing isolation of the Sultan’s heirs within the harem.              
They would not be educated formally, introduced to governing or any position in which they               
could gain experience, but instead were sheltered until the date which they would rule. This led                
to an ineptitude in the highest office of the empire. From this point on, the most the Sultans could                   

4 https://www.britannica.com/place/Ottoman-Empire/The-decline-of-the-Ottoman-Empire-1566-1807 
5 
https://medium.com/history-of-yesterday/the-janissaries-the-elite-soldiers-of-the-turkish-empire-74edafe11
eee 
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do was work around the rising and falling factions of devşirme. This “growing paralysis of               
administration”6 crippled the government for centuries forward. 
 
The Tanzimat (Reorganization) Reforms7 

The reforms that took place during the rule of Abdülmecid I (ruled 1839–61) and Abdülaziz               
(1861–76) are known as the Tanzimat. The reforms were set forth to preserve the Ottoman state                
under mounting European pressures. While there is much to say about these reforms, the main               
focus will be on the crises that the Ottoman state faced during this time period, as the reforms,                  
counter to their purpose, weakened checks on the power of the Sultan. 
 
The Tanzimat reforms to law increasingly secularized the courts, which ironically did not benefit              
the Christian minorities   
that the Europeans   
sought to protect, as the     
previous millet system   
allowed them their own    
courts. Additionally, the   
education was put into    
the hands of the state,     
which was previously   
controlled by the   
ulama, furthering the   
attempted secularization  
of the Empire by    
Europe. Photo8 
 

Crisis of the Empire: Constitution and the Committee of Union and Progress 

Abdülhamid II was installed into the position of Sultan when his predecessor was deposed for               
supposed insanity. Abdülhamid II came to power during a tumultuous time of coups, political              
rivalry, and countless internal problems that culminated in a constitution being placed to limit the               
power of the Sultan. This constitution was dissolved in less than a year, and culminated with                
exiles of liberals and intellectuals alike. Thus began the autocratic rule of Abdülhamid II. 
 

6 https://www.britannica.com/place/Ottoman-Empire/The-decline-of-the-Ottoman-Empire-1566-1807 (Corruption 
and nepotism) 
7 https://www.britannica.com/place/Ottoman-Empire/The-Tanzimat-reforms-1839-76 
8 https://www.oasiscenter.eu/en/ulama-who-they-are 

https://www.britannica.com/place/Ottoman-Empire/The-decline-of-the-Ottoman-Empire-1566-1807
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Abdülhamid attempted to preserve his dying empire, besides the loss of Rumelia in 1885 he               
prevented any loss of land until 1908, but only Tunisia was lost in this year, a distant periphery                  
of the core empire. Despite these losses he increased Ottoman influence over the Arabian              
peninsula.  
 
In the final chapter of Ottoman history before the start of the Great War we come to the Young                   
Turk Revolution of 1908. The Young Turks were members of the Committee of Union of               
Progress (CUP), a group of intellectuals and revolutionaries who sought to oppose the regime of               
Abdülhamid. When Abdülhamid attempted to put down a revolt that demanded for the             
restoration of the constitution, rebellion spread quickly, and he was forced to restore the              
constitution. With this event laid the groundwork for the CUP to rule the Empire in the stead of                  
the Sultan, who was severely limited in his abilities. With the rule of the CUP came Ottomanism,                 
but parallel to this came the rising importance of the Turkish identity. 
 
Goals Of The Ottoman Side 
 
The Ottoman empire was woefully unprepared to join the war when it did, in fact, the original                 
intention was to not join in the war at all, but the German’s forced the Ottomans to join anyway.                   
Although the Ottoman empire is a large and powerful country it has fallen far behind its                
European counterparts in economic and technological power. The Empire has also experienced a             
large decline with its land holdings and regional recognition no longer being as grand as it once                 
was. This combination has left the Ottomans       
in dire need of a complete overhaul of their         
countries infrastructure and technology. If the      
Ottomans are to hold their own against the        
combined might of Russia and Great Britain       
then they will need to find a quick solution to          
this issue. Photo9 
 
The Ottoman empire is not a single,       
homogenous entity and is instead made up of        
many different cultures and regions. The      
country is mainly controlled by the Turkic       
populations that occupy the capital, but they       
are not the only culture that had control of the          
country. Armenians, Bedouins, Kurds,    
Persians, Syrian, and the Levantines all make       
up large groups within the country and all        
wish to have more autonomy and say within        

9 https://nzhistory.govt.nz/media/photo/map-ottoman-empire-1914 
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the government. Finding a clear balance between the various groups is imperative in keeping the               
empire from falling apart.  
Foreign influence in the region has always been a major issue for the Ottoman Empire, who                
wishes to remain the hegemon of the Middle East. British colonies in Yemen, Kuwait, and Oman                
have mocked the Ottoman empire and the British Protectorate of Egypt lays claim to the Suez                
canal which is a priority for Ottoman domination of the region. The Russians also have been                
increasing their presence in the Caucuses and Persia in an attempt to increase their land holdings.                
If the Ottoman empire is able to free the colonial holdings from the British and Russians then                 
they can prove to the world that the European countries are not invincible. Luckily the Germans                
have come to assist in the war effort, but even with this assistance it will be a struggle to fight                    
both of these great powers on two separate fronts.  
 

More General Background Information 
 
Start of the War 
 
Tensions between the Austro-Hungarian empire and Siberia had               
been rising for nearly a century, dating back to the Congress of                       
Vienna in 1814. The Balkan peninsula was a primary area of                     
disagreement; minorities in Austria-Hungary were attempting to             
control the Slavic population in the Balkans.10 This brought Siberia                   
into the picture, and thus Big Brother Russia. A complex web of                       
alliances came to the forefront of existence in Europe. Eventually,                   
the tipping point was the assassination of Archduke of the                   
Austro-Hungarian Empire Franz Ferdinand by a member in the                 
Young Bosnian group, a revolutionary group from Serbia.11 photo:12  

 
The assassination spurred Austria-Hungary to craft a             
list of humiliating demands for the Serbian             
government, all of which were reasonable except for               
one in Serbia’s eyes: admit to the assassination of the                   
Archduke of the Austro-Hungarian empire. The           
government refused, and Austria-Hungary took the           

10 History.com Staff. “Outbreak of World War I.” History.com. A&E Television Networks, August 24, 2018. 
https://www.history.com/topics/world-war-i/outbreak-of-world-war-i.  
11 Anon. “The Assassination of Franz Ferdinand.” OpenLearn. The Open University, March 1, 2019. 
https://www.open.edu/openlearn/history-the-arts/history/world-history/the-assassination-franz-ferdinand.  
12 Greenspan, Jesse. “The Assassination of Archduke Franz Ferdinand.” History.com. A&E Television Networks, 
June 26, 2014. https://www.history.com/news/the-assassination-of-archduke-franz-ferdinand.  
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blank check with their ally, Germany, wrote them and used it to invade Serbia. This is where the                                   
complex web of alliances comes into play. Because Austria-Hungary used German soldiers to aid in                             
invading Serbia, Russia could assist their ally Serbia in fighting back. Soon, every country in Europe                               
was mobilizing for war, whether they wanted to or not.13 photo: 14 

 
 
Significance of the Middle East Region 
 
Geography in the Middle East is varied. There are many deserts and river systems throughout.                             
Mountain ranges are also scattered throughout with some reaching 19,000 feet in elevation. (photo)15 
 
Sinai Peninsula: The Sinai Peninsula lies between the Gulf of Suez and the Suez Canal. There are two                                   
main regions in Sinai, The first being composed of igneous rocks, high mountains and seasonal                             
watercourses that drain towards the Gulf of Suez. The second region, in the north, is a great plateau                                   
that reaches heights of 3,000 feet sloping downward to the Mediterranean. The Sinai features a very                               
arid climate thanks to the degraded soil surface.16 
 
Arabian Peninsula: The Arabian Peninsula is           
located in the extreme southwestern corner of Asia.               
On the west and southwest there’s the Red Sea, on                   
the south there's the Gulf of Aden, on the south and                     
southeast there’s the Arabian Sea, and on the east,                 
there’s the Gulf of Oman and the Persian Gulf. The                   
peninsula’s total area is about 1,200,000 square             
miles. Most of the peninsula is not suitable for                 
agriculture and efficient use of land and water is                 
crucial to the welfare of each state.17 
 

13 Wilde, Robert. “The Major Alliances of World War I Began as Hope for Mutual Protection.” ThoughtCo, January 
28, 2020. https://www.thoughtco.com/world-war-one-the-major-alliances-1222059.  
14 “Mapping the Outbreak of War.” Interactive map: Mapping the outbreak of war. Accessed October 12, 2020. 
http://maps.canadiangeographic.ca/outbreak-of-first-world-war-map/.  
15 “Middle East,” accessed October 13, 2020, https://www.britannica.com/place/Middle-East. 
16 The Editors of Encyclopaedia Britannica, “Sinai Peninsula,” Encyclopædia Britannica (Encyclopædia Britannica, 
inc., February 1, 2019), https://www.britannica.com/place/Sinai-Peninsula. 
17 Basheer K. Nijim and George S. Rentz, “Arabia,” Encyclopædia Britannica (Encyclopædia Britannica, inc., 
November 20, 2019), https://www.britannica.com/place/Arabia-peninsula-Asia. 
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Levant: The Levant is the name given to the group of countries along the eastern Mediterranean                               
shores, primarily in Western Asia. There aren't any exact borders but rough borders are west of the                                 
Zagros mountains, south of the Taurus Mountains and north of the Sinai Peninsula. 18 
 
Caucasus Mountains: The Caucasus Mountains consists of two ranges, the Greater Caucasus in the                           
north and the Lesser Caucasus in the south. The climate of the mountains ranges according to                               
elevation. The average temperature at sea level is 59 degrees Fahrenheit and the average temperature at                               
the northern slopes of the Greater Caucasus is 5.4 degrees Fahrenheit. Precipitation in the area                             
increases from east to west. The mountains are known for the high amount of snowfall, an exception                                 
to this is the Lesser Caucasus Mountains which only receive on average 3.94-11.81 inches of snow.19 
 
Suez Canal: The Suez Canal runs north-south and connects the Mediterranean and Red seas. While 
there are many long straights in the canal, there are eight major bends that occur. To the west of the 
canal is the Nile River and to the east is the Sinai Peninsula.20   

18“Levant,” Encyclopædia Britannica (Encyclopædia Britannica, inc.), accessed October 13, 2020, 
https://www.britannica.com/place/Levant. 
19 “Caucasus,” Encyclopædia Britannica (Encyclopædia Britannica, inc.), accessed October 13, 2020, 
https://www.britannica.com/place/Caucasus. 
20 “Suez Canal,” Encyclopædia Britannica (Encyclopædia Britannica, inc., August 26, 2020), 
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Suez-Canal. 
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Committee Specific Information 

 
This committee will take place during a large scale conflict and will depict that conflict accordingly.                               
During committee, there will be one camera functioning as an aerial view of the conflict on both sides.                                   
This camera will show the entire region of the Middle East in real-time and will change based on the                                     
actions of the committee's crisis notes and directives. Although the camera will update in real-time it                               
will be extremely blurry due to the fog of war that is induced by the conflict and the issues of                                       
communication/intelligence in the midst of a war.  
 
The Map: Every 45 minutes there will be a more in-depth picture that will be sent to each side of the                                         
committee that will more clearly depict the conflict within the areas that each side occupies.                             
Committee members have the opportunity to increase the range and detail of the picture through the                               
development of intelligence gathering, efficient bureaucracy, or delegate initiative. Committee                   
members are encouraged to find creative ways to improve their status in the conflict. 
 
The Military: Armies will be depicted on the map through color coated wooden blocks. Each block                               
will not represent a standardized grouping of troops but due to the difference in composition, the                               
amount will not be standardized over every army (Ex: an Arab tribe block will not have the same                                   
amount and quality of soldiers as a British soldier block). The way in which conflict will be decided is                                     
by a semi-random system that will be altered based on committee action. However, a good strategy will                                 
make the probability of success much higher. Delegates are encouraged to make thorough plans of                             
military engagement and use every resource at their disposal to succeed.  
 
Betrayal: Delegates are allowed to switch sides in the conflict if they believe that their character would                                 
be more likely or in a more advantageous position. If a delegate wishes to switch sides they need to                                     
notify the Crisis staff of their intentions and the crisis staff will handle the procedure. During a break                                   
in the opposing sides debate the person who wishes to switch sides will be brought in and will be given                                       
1 minute to present their case. The committee will be allowed to ask 3 questions after the person                                   
finishes their presentation and afterwards, a vote will take place to decide if the individual is welcomed                                 
into the committee or not. If the individual fails the vote and is not allowed into the side they wish to                                         
join then they will be let back into their original committee’s room and the members in the room will                                     
be notified of their attempted betrayal. 
 
Important Note: We the committee recognize that this topic deals with some sensitive issues which                             
include but are not exclusive to the Armenian Genocide. There will be a zero-tolerance policy on                               
jokes, attempts to recreate the event, or genocide denial. If we notice that a member of committee is                                   
behaving in a disrespectful manner or making other committee members uncomfortable due to the                           
discussion of these topics then they will be removed from the committee.  
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Positions 

 
1. Said Halim Pasha21 

As the Grand Vizier of the Ottoman empire, Said Pasha holds incredible political sway over the                
other Viziers of the empire. His position shows that he is extremely respected and trusted even                
by the Caliph himself.  

2. Ismail Enver Pasha22 
Enver holds the title of Pasha which states that he has obtained the rank of Major General of the                   
Ottoman military. Enver Pasha serves as the military advisor for the Ottoman forces and will               
have some degree of control over most military actions. 

3. Mehmed Talat Pasha23  
Talat Pasha holds the position as minister of the interior and has a leadership position in the                 
Young Turks. Mehmed Talat Pasha is one of the leaders of the empire in managing the happiness                 
and compliance of the various minority groups in the country. 

4. Ahmed Djemal Pasha24 
As the minister of navy, Ahmed Djemal Pasha will be an integral part of the battle to claim the                   
Suez Canal. The Ottoman navy is at a clear disadvantage against the better equipped and more                
plentiful British navy and therefore it will be an uphill battle for Djemal Pasha. 

5. Mehmet Cavit Bey25 
A Jewish economist and politician who currently holds the position of Minister of Finance.              
Unlike the other ministers Cavit Bey does not have the same degree of zeal for war and violence                  
and his motivations seem to be more directed at serving the people of the country.  

6. Suleyman Askeri26 
One of the founding members, and the leader of Teşkilât-ı Mahsusa (Ottoman Special             
Organisation). Suleyman Askeri coordinates guerrilla forces which infiltrate and then conduct           
protracted military engagements in coordination with enemy rebel forces.  

7. Çürüksulu Mahmud Pasha27 
Çürüksulu is a Georgian born general in the Ottoman military. His native knowledge of the               
Caucuses is an invaluable help to his military strategy especially in combat in that region.               

21 CLEVELAND, WILLIAM L. HISTORY OF THE MODERN MIDDLE EAST. ROUTLEDGE, 2019. 
22 Fromkin, David. A Peace to End All Peace: Creating the Modern Middle East, 1914-1922. London: Penguin, 
1991. 
23 Safi, Polat. “History in the Trench: The Ottoman Special Organization – Teşkilat-ı MahsusaLiterature.” Middle 
Eastern Studies 48, no. 1 (2012): 89–106. https://doi.org/10.1080/00263206.2011.553898. 
24 Shiragian, Arshavir, Sonia Shiragian, Leon Z. Surmelian, and Patrick G. Garabedian. The Legacy: Memoirs of an 
Armenian Patriot. Boston, MA: Hairenik Press, 1976. 
25 “Cavid Bey, Mehmed,” New Articles RSS, accessed October 14, 2020, 
https://encyclopedia.1914-1918-online.net/article/cavid_bey_mehmed. 
26 Üngör Uğur Ümit.  Young Turk Social Engineering: Mass Violence and the Nation State in Eastern Turkey, 
1913-1950. Amsterdam, Neatherlands: Üngör, Uğur Ümit, 2009. 
27 “Atatürk Araştırma Merkezi.” Atatrk Aratrma Merkezi RSS. Accessed October 14, 2020. 
https://www.atam.gov.tr/?Page=Nutuk.  
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Beyond his military capabilities, Çürüksulu was one of the few generals who recognized the              
Ottomans lack of preparedness and strongly opposed joining the war. Even though he has led the                
opposition he still is respected by most of the government for his skill and reputation. 

8. Zeki Pasha28 
. He is a graduate of the Ottoman Military academy in 1883 and also worked as staff in 1887. In                    
1894 he was appointed commandant of the 4th Corps where he quelled rebellions. Afterwards he               
was placed in charge of the Vardar Army in the first Balkan war where he was injured by                  
Serbian artillery. Upon the outbreak of the first world war he was sent to Germany as the Liaison                  
officer to the Kaiser who he worked closely with. 

9. Ahmed Izzet Pasha29 
Ahmed Izzet comes from an Albanian family in Manastir. 1887-1990 He taught military strategy              
in the Ottoman War college. For his work in the Greco-Turkish war and the young Turk                
revolution he was quickly promoted to General staff until disagreement on policies sent him out               
of sight in Yemen. Upon the Ottoman empire joining the war he was sent to command the Third                  
Army in the caucasus. 

10. Fahriki Pasha30 
Fahriki serves as commander of the Hejaz Expeditionary Force which occupies the region of              
Medina. These forces act under order of Djemal Pasha with the intention of holding control of                
Medina no matter the costs. Fahriki is fully aware that there have been rumors of rebellion in the                  
region and is expected to be on the lookout for any form of treasonous activities taking place. 

11. Mehmet Esat Bulkat31 
Mehmet Esat Bulkat is an albanian muslim born in Yanya. Mehmet went to the Ottoman war                
college where he excelled and was sent to the Prussian war academy in Berlin. He defended his                 
hometown Yanya in the Greco-Turkish war where he was captured until the end of the war. In                 
1911 he was appointed commander of the 3rd Army in Gallipoli where he would be in October                 
when the Ottomans joined the war.  

12. Fevzi Cakmak32 
Fevzi Cakmak is the Minister of War in the Ottomen Empire and serves as the Second Chief of                  
the General Staff of the army. After entering the War Academy and graduating as a Staff                
Captain, he was soon assigned to the 4th department of General Staff. From there, he rose in                 
ranks until he eventually achieves the rank of Commander and General of the Caucus forces.               
While holding this title, he also serves as the governor and commander of Taşlıca. In between his                 

28 “Zeki Pasha,” accessed October 14, 2020, https://military.wikia.org/wiki/Zeki_Pasha. 
29 “Ahmet İzzet Pasha (Furgaç),” Turkey in the First World War, accessed October 14, 2020, 
http://www.turkeyswar.com/whoswho/izzet/. 
30 Afyoncu, Erhan. “Fahreddin Pasha: Ottoman Officer Who Defended the Holy Lands with All He Had.” Daily 
Sabah. Daily Sabah, December 22, 2017. 
https://www.dailysabah.com/feature/2017/12/22/fahreddin-pasha-ottoman-officer-who-defended-the-holy-lands-wit
h-all-he-had.  
31 Erickson, Edward J. (2007). Ottoman Army effectiveness in World War I: a comparative study. Taylor & Francis. 
ISBN 978-0-415-77099-6. 
32 https://military.wikia.org/wiki/Fevzi_%C3%87akmak 

https://books.google.com/books?id=FPAhi2ec9HIC
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISBN_(identifier)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Special:BookSources/978-0-415-77099-6
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time of rising in ranks, there are rumours of his election on the secret board of directors for the                   
Committee of Union and Progress. 

13. Ahmed Muhtar Pasha33 
Retired Turkish adviser for the military and government. Retired on the 29th of October due to                
his administration blaming him for sudden defeats during the First Balkan War. When he was an                
advisor he earned the title Ghazi (“Victorious”) during the 1875 uprisings in Bosnia and              
Herzegovina and during the beginning of the Russo-Turkish War he was sent to take charge of                
operations in Erzurum. 

14. Jaafar Al-Askari34 
Commander of the Senoussi Army in Libya, Al-Askari fought against Italian and British soldiers              
in an uprising. The Senoussi fought against the French, Italians, and British during their time in                
the Sahara Desert, with the outbreak of the war tensions with the British are at an all time high.                   
Al-Askari must now decide whether his allegiance to Arab nationalism or anti-colonial            
sentiments are stronger, whether he must fight the Ottoman occupiers or the British and Italian               
Colonizers. 

15. Rais Ali Delvari35 
Iranian/Persian anti-colonialism fighter. He is fighting against the British occupation of Bushehr 
and represents the people of Persia in their struggles against the oppressive regimes that surround 
them. Rais represents the Persian forces who are resisting the Russian and British advances into 
and through the country. However, Rais does not ally with the Ottomans willingly as he feels 
that the Ottomans have also done horrible things to his people. 

16. Hamad Pasha al-Sufi36 
Hamad Pasha al-Sufi serves as the leader of Nijmat-sub tribe of the Tarabin and acts as a                 
representative for the Bedouin tribe. The Bedouin tribe are widely known as nomadic Arabs who               
mainly inhabit Northern Africa and the Arabic Peninsula. Because of this, they often earn their               
income from traveling goods and people across the expanse of the middle eastern and african               
terrain. During the late 19th to early 20th century, the Bedouin’s sided with the Turks to fight the                  
British under the Negev laws and orders that the Ottomans put in place. 

17. Saud Bin Abdulaziz37 
Saud Bin Abdulaziz is the young leader of the Rashidi house and ruler of the Jabal Shammar                 
Emirate. His house has pledged themselves to serve the Ottoman forces and in retaliation the               
Saudi house has joined the opposing side. The conflict between the Rashidi and Saudi has been                
present for a long time and this war has just become a continuation of these past struggles.  

18. Ali Bin Hussein38 

33 https://military.wikia.org/wiki/Ahmed_Muhtar_Pasha 
34 http://www.historyofwar.org/articles/wars_senussi_uprising.html 
35 https://en.irancultura.it/culture/celebrated/Rais-ali-delvari/ 
36https://books.google.com/books?id=GYrPd2H1cjcC&pg=PA82&lpg=PA82&dq=bedouin+negev+sedentarization+
ottoman#v=onepage&q=bedouin%20negev%20sedentarization%20ottoman&f=false 
37 Rasheed, Madawi. Politics in an Arabian Oasis: the Rashidis of Saudi Arabia. London: I.B. Tauris Publishers, 
1997.  
38 https://www.wikiwand.com/en/Ali_of_Hejaz  
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King of Hejaz, the eldest son of Hussein, Ali bin Hussein was born in Mecca and was educated 
in Istanbul (At the time Constantinople). His father was appointed Grand Sharif of Mecca by the 
Ottoman Empire in 1908. From an early stage, Hussein had established a good relationship with 
the Young Turks in control of the Empire.  

19. Abdulkadir Ubeydullah39 
President of Society for the Elevation of Kurdistan. He was also a member of the Senate of the                  
Ottoman Empire, during which his exile overlapped. He was exiled in 1881 after an unsuccessful               
rebellion against the Ottoman state, and returned in 1908. He was a founding member of the                
Kurd Society for Cooperation and Progress. 

20. Wilhelm Souchon40 
A German Naval officer who controls the German navy in the meditereanen sea. Wilhelm 
Souchon is the very reason that the Ottomans were dragged into the war and as such his relations 
with the Ottomans is very strained. Souchon wishes to modernize the entirety of the Ottoman 
navy and most of his efforts have been directed at bridging the gap between the Ottoman and 
British navy forces. 

21. Friedrich Kress von Kressenstein 41 
Hailing from a noble family in Bavaria Kressenstein began his military career at the age of                
eighteen in the 4th Bavarian Field Artillery Regiment. As an officer in the German Military he                
served as commander of an Ottoman Field Artillery School, starting his long career over the war.                
Eventually he would be promoted and oversaw German offensives on the Suez Canal, and              
defended the Gaza region of Palestine. 

22.  Fritz Bronsart von Schellendorf42 
Schellendorf comes from a lineage of military service, both his father and uncle served as the                
Prussian Minister of War, where he joined the Prussian (and subsequently German) military and              
served across many positions. He even gained unique experience when he observed the             
Russo-Japanese War, accompanying the Japanese army. Schellendorf would be promoted until           
he reached his current position, Chief of Staff of the Ottoman Army, where he collaborated               
closely with the Ottoman government. 

23. Otto Liman von Sanders43 
Liman served as the head of the German military mission to the Ottoman Empire, where he 
commanded the 5th Army briefly, then General Inspector of the Ottoman Army. Russian-German 
relations suffered pre-war due to Liman’s position in the Ottoman command, mostly due to the 
threat of German control over the Black Sea and the straits to the Mediterranean.  

24. Wilhelm Wassmuss44 

39 Özoğlu, Hakan (2012). Kurdish Notables and the Ottoman State: Evolving Identities, Competing Loyalties, and 
Shifting Boundaries. SUNY Press. pp. 89–90. 
40 Admiral Souchon. Accessed October 14, 2020. http://www.gwpda.org/naval/souchonz.htm. 
41 https://encyclopedia.1914-1918-online.net/article/kre_von_kressenstein_friedrich_freiherr 
42 https://encyclopedia.1914-1918-online.net/article/bronsart_von_schellendorf_friedrich 
43 https://encyclopedia.1914-1918-online.net/article/liman_von_sanders_otto_viktor_karl 
44 https://weaponsandwarfare.com/2015/11/28/wilhelm-wassmuss-1880-1931/ 
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Wassmuss was an expert of the Middle East and Southern Central Asia. Wassmuss worked with               
Persian and Afghani tribes, getting to be a sort of “German Lawrence of Arabia.” Wassmuss               
headed a Turkish-German mission that would attempt to bring Persioan and Afghani tribes into              
the war against Britain and Russia. Wassmuss helped staged multiple anti-British uprisings in             
Persia, and lead the efforts of the Intelligence Bureau for the East for the Central Powers. 

25. Max Von Oppenheim45 
Leader of the intelligence bureau of the East which was established to cause colonial rebellion               
within Perisa, Iraq, and Central Asia. Max is an accomplished Archeologist and Historian who              
prefers the pursuit of knowledge over violence. This does not mean he neglects his duties but                
instead it means he will use his cunning and brilliant mind to cause unrest throughout the region. 

45 https://arachne.uni-koeln.de/drupal/?q=en/node/197 


